Trinity River Authority named WEAT Exemplary Employer
Bennett elected WEAT president

Denton Creek Regional Wastewater System Project Manager John Bennett is the newly elected president of the Water Environment Association of Texas. This honor caps more than 20 years of service to WEAT, with involvement in Operations Challenge, professional wastewater operator training, safety training and progressive leadership positions on the local executive committee and the state board.

Shortly after joining WEAT, Bennett established TRA’s Operations Challenge team, the CReWSers, and served as captain for eight years until retiring in 2003. He founded WEAT’s safety committee in 1999 and went on to become chair of the state professional wastewater operator committee, held in conjunction with the annual Texas Water conference. Bennett broadened his involvement to the national level when he was called upon to serve as special assistant to the Water Environment Federation Operations Challenge competition committee in 2004 and 2005. He was then selected to chair the local competition committee for the WEFTEC.06 national conference in Dallas in 2006.

Soon after, the North Texas section of WEAT elected Bennett to leadership positions on its executive committee, from vice president to president and now, past president. Bennett served as WEAT board president-elect in 2011 before taking office as president this year.

As a testament to his dedication to WEF and WEAT, Bennett received the Arthur Sidney Bedell Award in 2011 for outstanding contributions to the water environment profession as well as to the state and national professional organizations.

Bennett has worked in wastewater for 25 years. Immediately after graduating from high school in 1986, he joined Central Regional Wastewater System as a seasonal grounds care employee. Within weeks he was promoted to maintenance mechanic I and then advanced to chief maintenance mechanic three years later. Bennett was named manager of DCRWS in 2003. Under his leadership, DCRWS was recently recognized with a National Association of Clean Water Agencies Platinum Award for seven years of continuous compliance with its discharge permit.

Throughout his career, Bennett has accrued more than 1,200 Texas Commission on Environmental Quality-approved training hours and a class A wastewater certification. He holds an associate’s degree in management from Tarrant County College, where he was a member of the Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society.

Bennett shares his experience and training with operators at TRA and throughout the state, teaching a variety of maintenance, wastewater operations and safety classes. He is also an approved instructor for TCEQ-accredited courses, and has encouraged hundreds of his colleagues to pursue professional development and to work safely. In addition, Bennett has given dozens of technical presentations at seminars and conferences nationwide.
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Trinity River Authority named WEAT Exemplary Employer

On the cover: WEAT President David Briggs, left, and WEF Representative Scott Trotter, right, present TRA General Manager Kevin Ward and Northern Region Manager Fiona Allen with the Exemplary Employer award. Above: TRA was honored with many other awards at the 2012 Texas Water conference. See stories and more photos on page 2.

The Water Environment Association of Texas has honored the Trinity River Authority with the Exemplary Employer Award for supporting and facilitating employee involvement and activities in WEAT and its national counterpart, the Water Environment Federation.

Throughout its history, TRA has actively encouraged its employees to contribute thousands of hours to fulfill leadership, technical and creative roles within WEF and WEAT.

TRA employees have promoted wastewater treatment excellence through their involvement in the Operations Challenge competition – both as team members and through their leadership in developing the program into a nationally recognized powerhouse.

They have shared technical knowledge with WEAT members one-on-one, on subcommittees, in presentations and in facility tours – and TRA personnel have helped both organizations document and publicize activities.

In addition, TRA employees have promoted wastewater maintenance and labor staffing company. In addition to being a member of the Dallas Building Owners and Managers Association, the Dallas and Irving/Las Colinas Chambers of Commerce, and the Texas Judicial Compensation Commission, Jenkins is also a past board member of the Texas Workforce Investment Council, the Bear Creek Development Corporation and the Dallas County Child Welfare Board. He earned a bachelor’s degree from Texas Tech University.

TRA welcomes new director

Gov. Rick Perry recently appointed Harold E. Jenkins to a two-year term on the TRA board of directors, representing Dallas County. Jenkins, from Irving, serves on the board’s legal committee and is one of four directors representing Dallas County. He is president of CTJ Maintenance Inc., a commercial maintenance and labor staffing company. In addition to being a member of the Dallas Building Owners and Managers Association, the Dallas and Irving/Las Colinas Chambers of Commerce, and the Texas Judicial Compensation Commission, Jenkins is also a past board member of the Texas Workforce Investment Council, the Bear Creek Development Corporation and the Dallas County Child Welfare Board. He earned a bachelor’s degree from Texas Tech University.
Cleveland earns WEAT Pillars of the Profession Award

The Water Environment Association of Texas recently honored Patty Cleveland, TRA’s Northern Region assistant manager, with its Pillars of the Profession Award. The Pillars Award is reserved for longtime members of WEAT or the Water Environment Federation who have demonstrated meaningful and substantial contributions toward the improvement of the water environment through a distinguished career in the wastewater treatment or water quality industry.

Cleveland is a 36-year veteran and a steadfast leader in the water and wastewater industry. She is a longtime participant and supporter of WEF, WEAT and the American Water Works Association.

The Water Environment Association of Texas recently honored Patty Cleveland, TRA’s Northern Region assistant manager, with its Pillars of the Profession Award. The Pillars Award is reserved for longtime members of WEAT or the Water Environment Federation who have demonstrated meaningful and substantial contributions toward the improvement of the water environment through a distinguished career in the wastewater treatment or water quality industry.

Cleveland has fulfilled many leadership roles in WEF and WEAT, including serving as president of WEAT. She is also a past president of the Texas Association of Clean Water Agencies.

Cleveland repeatedly has earned recognition for her achievements, including eight WEAT Service Awards, the WEF Arthur Sidney Bedell Award, the Quarter Century Operators Club and the National Association of Clean Water Agencies Presidents Award for outstanding service and committee involvement.

Ten Mile Creek Regional Wastewater System biosolids program wins award

The Water Environment Association of Texas recently presented TRA’s Ten Mile Creek Regional Wastewater System with the Ronald B. Sieger Biosolids Management Award for significant accomplishments in the field of biosolids technology and management practices.

Six years ago, TRA undertook a comprehensive overhaul of the biosolids program at TMCWRS. Wanting to provide sound environmental stewardship, along with cost savings for customers, TRA sought innovative design solutions that would be a good fit for the system’s existing facilities and conditions.

Features of the resulting process include a new solids dewatering facility; the conversion of a former sludge storage lagoon into a wet-weather storage basin; and future improvements to anaerobic digesters.

Benefits include tremendous cost savings on everything from transportation and disposal of sludge to construction and daily operations and maintenance. The wet-weather basin will also protect the environment by preventing sanitary sewer overflows. Future plans include improvements to further decrease maintenance expenses and produce fuel to offset energy costs for the anaerobic digester heating process.

Mangham receives environmental sustainability award

Mangham’s most impressive contribution to date was an unprecedented study and three-month data-gathering effort on the main stem of the Trinity River during a record-setting drought and heat wave. He and his team covered hundreds of miles by boat, collecting samples, taking measurements and notes, snapping georeferenced photos and characterizing habitats.

In his quest to complete the study, Mangham went well beyond the call of duty, once working a stretch of 45 consecutive days with no time off while temperatures in the field soared above 110 degrees.

To ensure the success of the project, Mangham partnered with private consultants as well as other public agencies, including the Texas Water Development Board and the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality. These partnerships helped ensure the collection of sound and credible data that will be vital to understanding the ecological health of the river and making science-based conclusions regarding a host of water-related issues in the Trinity River basin.

Prior to joining TRA, Mangham served as a sergeant in the United States Marine Corps. He holds a bachelor’s degree from the University of Central Oklahoma and a master’s degree from the University of North Texas.

PID earns WEAT/AWWA Watermark Awards

Every day, TRA’s finance division works behind the scenes processing invoices, writing checks and making payments and wire transfers. In FY 2011, finance staff racked up some impressive numbers.

**Finance by the numbers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transaction Type</th>
<th>Amounts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Checks</td>
<td>13,180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire Transfers</td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated Payments</td>
<td>1,530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invoices</td>
<td>376,870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paid</td>
<td>$355 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Water Environment Association of Texas recently honored TRA Planning and Environmental Management Assistant Webster Mangham with the Alan H. Plummer Environmental Sustainability Award. This award recognizes an individual who has made outstanding contributions in the field of environmental sustainability practices.

Mangham joined TRA in 2005 as a water quality technician and advanced to his current position in 2006. His main duties include study design, coordination and execution of river field studies; GIS analysis and database management; and report writing for TRA’s planning and environmental management division.

PID received four Watermark Awards for communications. Public Information Assistant Debbie Bronson and Public Information Officer Michelle Clark accepted the awards at the Texas Water 2012 conference in San Antonio.

TRA’s public information division has earned four Watermark Awards for producing top-quality communications pieces. The Water Environment Association of Texas, together with the Texas section of the American Water Works Association, presents Watermark Awards each year as part of the Texas Water conference, with the goal of heightening awareness among water resource professionals of the importance of effective communication.

TRA’s winning pieces included the 2010 annual report; PowerPoint templates and graphic standards; a summer 2011 drought series in inTRA; and TRA’s participation, along with 17 other sponsors, in Hamline University’s Waters to the Sea: Trinity River educational software.
CReWSers win all five Operations Challenge events to bring home 15th consecutive state championship

The Trinity River Authority CReWSers Operations Challenge team swept the state competition held in April at the Texas Water conference in San Antonio, taking first place in all five events and claiming its 15th consecutive state championship.

Central Regional Wastewater System Project Manager Bill Tatum believes the team’s focus on accuracy and efficiency has been a key factor in its unprecedented success.

“Our last 15 years, the team has won first place in 57 of the 75 events it has competed in at the state level. In other words, these guys win 76 percent of their events, and that’s impressive,” said Tatum.

“But it’s even more impressive that they have finished in the top three in 74 of the 75 events, or 99 percent of the time.”

The CReWSers have only swept the state Operations Challenge competition four times in their history – the last time was in 2003. When asked about the team’s improved performance, Team Captain Dale Burrow said they were determined to perform at their highest level after finishing third at the national competition last fall and losing a key event to another Texas team.

“We were disappointed in our third-place showing at nationals last year,” he said. “We knew the Austin Dillo Xxpress would repeat its winning performance at state, and it would be an uphill battle to hang on to the championship.”

CReWS Manager of System Operations and Maintenance Mike Young, who trains the CReWSers and helps them prepare for competition, pushed the team extra hard with strenuous conditioning workouts and numerous practice sessions.

“All the training paid off, but now that we’ve won state, Mike will push us even harder,” said Burrow. “He’s already told us we’ll have to improve over our state performance to win at nationals.”

In addition to winning the Operations Challenge competition, the team also won the Vitraulic exhibit event, a new contest separate from the Operations Challenge competition. For this event, teams are given parts and equipment, tools and a picture of a structure. They are required to assemble the structure using the parts provided. No further instructions are given. Burrow was pleased with how well the team worked together on the event.

“We’ve had the same four core team members since 2005,” said Burrow. “We know all our strengths and weaknesses and were able to delegate each task to the best person and make quick work of it.”

This summer CReWSers team members Jacob Burwell and Steve Price will compete with team members from the Dallas Aquatechs and the Austin Dillo Xxpress at an informal regional competition in Atlantic City, New Jersey. While regional contests do not count toward the team’s official record, the events are designed and judged much the same as the national competition and therefore provide a preview of what to expect.

In October, the CReWSers will travel to New Orleans to compete at the national Operations Challenge competition at WEFTEC.12.

The CReWSers display a winning combination of brains, brawn and speed in the collections repair event. Seen here from left to right are Senior Maintenance Mechanic David Brown; Chief Operator Steve Price; Construction Inspector II Jake Burwell; and Interceptor System Specialist and Team Captain Dale Burrow.

Texas Shoot Out

Karen Stafford-Brown, Northern Region manager of engineering services, left, and Christian Garcia, CRWS maintenance engineer, saw through 14-inch PVC pipes in the Texas Shoot Out pipe-cutting contest.

Junior Meter Madness

TRA’s intern from the Arlington Independent School District, Javier Celestial, in the green T-shirt, assembled a water meter at lightning speed in the Junior Meter Madness competition.
In June, water industry professionals investigate new approaches to meeting infrastructure funding gap
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In early May, Trinity River Authority facilities throughout the Trinity Water Work's annual conference and exposition. Here, members of the water community will gather to share unique knowledge, experiences, and best practices. I'm honored to have been asked to speak as part of a panel discussion on Leadership in a Shifting Landscape, and one of the key areas of emphasis will be an examination of the state of water and wastewater infrastructure and related funding across the United States. It's an issue that often keeps water professionals awake at night — how will we keep up with the demands of our aging infrastructure systems?

In many cases, the drinking water treatment plants and distribution lines, sewer lines and storage facilities our nation relies on for clean and safe water are aging to the point of deterioration and even failure. In fact, in 2009, the American Society of Civil Engineers graded the United States' wastewater and drinking water infrastructure, giving both systems a grade of D-. When we consider that some components of our nation's water infrastructure are more than 100 years old, this isn't surprising — but to ensure that we can continue to depend on the health, environmental, social and economic benefits of clean and safe water, sustainable infrastructure is essential.

In its Clean Water and Drinking Water Infrastructure Gap Analysis, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency estimates that if capital and operations-and-maintenance costs remain at current levels, the gap in funding for years 2000-2019 could reach $263 billion for drinking water infrastructure and $270 billion for wastewater infrastructure. And this assumes no changes in state or federal regulatory guidelines. The Congressional Budget Office has also concluded that "current funding from all levels of government and current revenues generated from rate payers will not be sufficient to meet the nation's future demand for water infrastructure."

But all hope is not lost — we certainly aren't helpless in the face of this nationwide challenge, but we may have to change some long-held paradigms about how we fund water and wastewater systems. Those daunting figures represent what can happen if the challenges of deferred maintenance, inadequate capital replacement and a generally aging infrastructure are ignored. At TRA, we have no intention of doing that; nor do our customers or our partners. And the same EPA report that estimates the funding gap also indicates that it largely disappears if municipalities increase clean and drinking water spending at a real rate of growth of three percent per year.

Prior to the late 1980s and early 1990s, the federal government shouldered much of the financial burden of infrastructure development through a series of temporary subsidies. Then in 1987 and 1996, Congress enacted the clean-water and drinking-water state revolving loan fund programs. The Treasury Department authorizes the EPA to award annual capitalization grants to states, who use them, plus a 20-percent state match and other state funds, to provide loans and other assistance to public water systems. Communities repay their loans into the fund, thus replenishing it and making resources available for other communities.

In Texas' case, the program is administered by the Texas Water Development Board. But federal assistance has not kept pace with demand. Between 1997 and 2008, Congress appropriated approximately $9.5 billion for the SRF program. This 11-year total is just slightly more than a single annual capital investment gap for each of those years as calculated by the EPA. And throughout this process, most clean water and drinking water systems across the nation have kept end users' water rates artificially low — many times by deferring much-needed maintenance.

At TRA, we make a tremendous continued effort to stay ahead of our infrastructure needs while keeping costs reasonable for our customers. During this current fiscal year, we've scheduled to begin 20 construction projects throughout the Trinity River basin to protect the integrity of our systems, and we have more than $400 million in capital projects currently under way. Since 2004, we've invested more than $750 million in improvements to our Central Regional Wastewater System alone — mostly using SRF funds.

Texas' regional approach to statewide planning to meet water and wastewater needs offers all of our stakeholders apprised of our efforts to find appropriate ways to finance the essential services we provide throughout the Trinity River basin every day.

In June, water industry professionals from around the world are scheduled to assemble in Dallas as part of ACE12, the American Water Works Association's annual conference and exposition. Here, members of the water community will gather to share unique knowledge, experiences, and best practices. I'm honored to have been asked to speak as part of a panel discussion on Leadership in a Shifting Landscape, and one of the key areas of emphasis will be an examination of the state of water and wastewater infrastructure and related funding across the United States.
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TRA staff travel to Buenos Aires for Argentine Operations Challenge

Central Regional Wastewater System Interceptor System Specialist Dale Burrow and Denton Creek Regional Wastewater System Project Manager John Bennett recently traveled to Buenos Aires, Argentina, to participate in the Olímpiadas Sanitarias, the Argentine version of Operations Challenge.

The Water Environment Federation sponsored Burrow, along with three other distinguished Operations Challenge competitors, to represent the United States in the Argentine competition. Burrow is captain of the Trinity River Authority’s Operations Challenge team, the CReWSers, one of the most successful U.S. teams. He has played a crucial role in the CReWSers’ 13 consecutive state championships, as well as their four national wins.

Bennett, recently elected president of the Water Environment Association of Texas, a member association of WEF, accompanied the U.S. Operations Challenge team. Bennett was chosen for the honor on the strength of his long-term and extensive involvement with Operations Challenge at both state and national levels. He was instrumental in building the CReWSers and, since retiring from the team has continued to support Operations Challenge, coordinating competitions and mentoring teams.

The Argentine Operations Challenge is similar to the U.S. competition in some ways and vastly different in others. Both competitions feature the same five events executed the same way, although Argentina uses an older version of the events and slightly different equipment in some instances.

“They use the equipment and rules that we did in 2003,” said Burrow. “And naturally, they follow Argentine standards and equipment if they are different from the U.S. versions.”

For example, in the U.S. collections event, two separate pipes are joined with a rubber gasket; the Argentine teams join the pipes with a bolted coupling.

Burrow found the most challenging aspects of the Argentine Operations Challenge to be language and units of measure.

“All written portions of the competition were in Spanish and all measurements were metric,” he said. Jeannette Brown, past WEF president, traveled with the team and provided English translations and conversion tables.

While language and measurement differences were challenging, Burrow asserts it was the Argentine philosophy and values that varied the most from the U.S. competition.

“They focus on safety and accuracy rather than speed,” he said.

The Argentine team members perform one task at a time with only one person in motion. After one team member fills out a work order, for example, another hands out tools. Errors are not allowed.

Another collections-event example illustrates this point. During the event, a leaking pipe is repaired by cutting out the ruptured section and inserting a new piece. Once the repair is complete, the pipe is filled with water and pressurized to check for leaks. The U.S. competition rules call for leaks to be penalized by adding one second to the team’s time for every drip that escapes the repaired pipe. In Argentina, one drip will disqualify the team.

The U.S. team finished sixth out of 16 teams. The first-place Argentine team will travel to the United States to participate in the national competition at the WEF national conference, WEFTEC, in October. In 2006, the TRA CReWSers assisted the winning team with mastering Operations Challenge event routines for WEFTEC.06 in Dallas. Burrow hopes the CReWSers can compete in the same position to practice with the Argentine team in October.

“WEFTEC.12 will be in New Orleans, and Texas is home to the closest established Operations Challenge teams. We hope to have the opportunity to help Argentina learn the events,” said Burrow.

“Working with another team is rewarding, and we always learn a lot ourselves.”

While Burrow focused on the competition, Bennett, together with other WEF delegates, met with wastewater industry leaders and company presidents to share information about training and licensing procedures and materials. Nearly everyone he met was familiar with Texas.

“They named Texas cities and asked about cowboys and oil,” he said.

Bennett was struck by the Argentine spirit and passion, especially the Operations Challenge teams. Co-workers and all levels of management attend competitions and provided enthusiastic support for their teams.

“There are so many spectacles, they sat in grandstands to watch the events,” said Bennett. “While a team was competing or receiving an award, its supporters erupted in celebration, waving the team’s flag, singing, chanting and jumping up and down. They made sure their team felt the love.”

The task of distributing awards for each event and the overall competition is reserved for VIPs such as industry executives and local elected officials. Bennett was honored to be asked to present the overall award to Argentina’s championship team.

After the competition, the U.S. team and the WEF delegates toured local wastewater treatment plants. Both Bennett and Burrow agreed there are more similarities with the Argentine wastewater community than differences.

“It all boils down to cleaning water,” said Burrow.

“We are all one big global family when it comes to the environment,” added Bennett.

MCRWS plant improvements under way

Construction crews are busy moving dirt, setting rebar and pouring concrete to add a third clarifier to Mountain Creek Regional Wastewater System’s treatment plant. Once this new clarifier is complete, the two existing clarifiers will be taken offline, one at a time, and rehabilitated. MCRWS’ clarifiers became unlevel when supporting soils shifted. Thirty-inch piers set beneath the outer walls and underneath the concrete-slab basin floors will be anchored to the bedrock far below the basins to provide more solid support. New floors will be added below the current floors, and supportive feet will join the piers to the basin. Construction crews are also building a foundation for new cloth filter units at the plant, as well as a solids staging area. MCRWS treats wastewater for Midlothian and Venus, plus the southern part of Grand Prairie. The system includes a 3.9-million-gallon-per-day treatment plant and 23 miles of collection-system pipelines.
Regional planning, drought, legislation guide Trinity River Basin Master Plan updates

TRA’s planning and environmental management division recently updated the Trinity River Basin Master Plan to reflect regional water planning activities, the 2011 record-setting drought and recent legislation that affects the flow of water throughout the basin. TRA is required by its enabling legislation to prepare a master plan that delineates development of water resources for the entire Trinity River watershed. Historically, the plan has focused on broad, long-term objectives that have the potential to impact the Trinity River basin as a whole.

Glenn Clingenpeel, senior manager of TRA’s planning and environmental management division, notes that these objectives have not changed dramatically from year to year, but that demographic and environmental issues are now driving more frequent expansions and additions to the master plan.

“As the basin becomes more densely populated and competition for water resources increases, planning and legislative activities, and even extreme weather events, have a greater impact on the Trinity River watershed,” he said.

Construction to expand treatment capacity at TRA’s Red Oak Creek Regional Wastewater System from 3.5 million gallons per day to 6.0 MGD is substantially complete, with minor changes to collection system lift stations still ongoing. ROCRWS’ expansion project kicked off in 2008 with improvements to the system’s solids dewatering and screening processes. Once those components were in place, construction crews installed more pumps, converted existing facilities into additional aeration basins and performed a complete overhaul of the dewatering, screening, grit removal, tertiary and disinfection processes at the plant.

ORCRWS Project Manager Billy Hill reports that the four-year construction project posed many process and mechanical challenges as operating equipment was rotated to allow for continued operations during the retrofit. The staff did an excellent job coordinating with the contractors to ensure a minimum of disruption to treatment processes. Furthermore, while Hill is pleased with all the improvements to the treatment processes, he is especially grateful for two of them.

“ROCRWS now disinfects with ultraviolet lights instead of chlorine. Having fewer chemicals at the plant improves safety and security for plant staff,” said Hill. “Also, the oldography...
Improving manganese removal and retention

This self-contained biofiltration pilot scale filter recently arrived at Tarrant County Water Supply Project. The TCWSP treatment plant plans to convert to biologically active filters in the future. The pilot scale study will evaluate methods for biologically active filters to remove the naturally occurring mineral manganese from the water. The study will also look for ways to retain the manganese already captured on the filter media. Manganese does not pose a health risk but can contribute an unpleasant color to the finished water product. This specially designed model will simulate a full-sized TCWSP filter. It will use radio telemetry to mimic actual operations in order to evaluate feasible procedures for avoiding, or minimizing, the release of manganese in treated water. The study, jointly supported by TRA, Carollo Engineers Inc. and a grant from the Water Research Foundation, will be managed by Carollo Engineers Inc. as the principal investigator. It began in mid-May and will continue for approximately nine months. Study results will benefit the water treatment community in general as well as TCWSP.

ROCRWS, continued from page 7.

solids drying beds were converted to biofilters, which work much better and reduce odors a lot.”

ROCRWS provides wastewater treatment services for Cedar Hill, DeSoto, Glenn Heights, Lancaster, Ovilla and Red Oak, all located in northern Ellis County.

This is the first expansion at ROCRWS since the system began operations in 1991.